If a binary form of order m, fm = (a0, di, • • • , Omlxi, X2)m, whose coefficients are arbitrary variables, be transformed by the group A of all linear substitutions on Xi, x2, whose coefficients are least positive residues modulo p, a prime number, there is brought into existence an infinitude of rational integral functions of o0, ■ • • , am, xi, x2, which are invariants under the group. Whether this infinite system possesses the property of finiteness, in general, is an unsolved problem, but in this paper I show that, when the modulus is 2, the system of covariants of a cubic f3 is finite and that the fundamental set consists of twenty quantics.
(a) Transvection.
In I it was shown that transvection between a form, as f3, and the forms of the complete system of universal covariants of the group A ( mod p ) yields numerous formal concomitants mod p. These universal covariants are*
(1) L = x\x2 -xix\, Q = (xf x2 -xixf2) -j-L.
(b) Modular polars. In II the following invariantive operators ( mod p ) were introduced in connection with a binary m-ic fm :
(c) Concomitants of the first degree. Every form of order > 3 is shown in III to be reducible modulo 2 in terms of first degree invariants and first degree covariants of orders 1,2, and 3. A set of concomitants mod 2 of fm, of degree 1, is the following:
K2 = a0 x\ + Kxi x2 4-am x\.
These three exist for all orders. If m is odd there exists a cubic covariant (3) Km3 = a0 Xi + Ii x\ x2 + 72 xx x\ + am x\ (h+ h = K).
(d) Copied forms. If fm, gn are two binary forms and a is a system of modular concomitants of gn, then a system for any covariant Fn of fm, constructed on the model of a, is a system of concomitants of /",.
(e) Hexadic scales. There exist, in general, an infinite number of covariants mod p having one and the same seminvariant leading coefficient. Let Fm = Co xf -f-Ci xf_1 x2 4-• • ■ be any covariant modulo 2, of odd order M, of fm, and construct concomitants of FM on the models of K, Ki, K2, Kmi (cf. (2), (3)). These copied forms are concomitants of/m, viz., Lemma. Corresponding to any given cubic covariant mod 2 of fm, as, ft = Co x\ + Ci x\ x2 + C2 xi x\ + C3x¡, there exists a definite cubic covariant Y whose leading coefficient is the invariant * Dickson, these Transactions, vol. 12 (1911), p. 75, and Madison Colloquium Lectures (1913), p. 33. Ci + C2, viz., r = (Ci + c,)x\ + (Co + Ci + c3)xix2 (5) + (Co + C2 + C3)xix¡ + (Ci + C2)xl
To prove the covariancy of T we assume that F3 is a covariant, necessary and sufficient conditions for which are (1) homogeneity, (2) Constructing T' and applying (6) we obtain immediately r" s T (mod 2), which proves the lemma. Application of this lemma to Fm of (4) gives the covariant (7) T" = Dx\ + (Co + CM + Ji)x\ x2 + (Co + CM + J2)xix¡ + Dxl.
Observe that Ji, J2 are interchanged by the substitution *. Hence, since 7i + J2 = D, the invariant leading coefficient of F^ can contain no term ar0 a", a'i • • • which is left unaltered by *. This is true of all invariants which lead cubic covariants, for, if the leading coefficient C0 of F3 is an invariant, we have C0 = C3, and 5C3 = 0. Then (6) gives C0 = Ci + C2 (mod 2), and, as the covariancy of F3 requires that Ci and C2 be interchanged by *, any term of Ci which is left unaltered by * occurs also in C2 and therefore has a zero coefficient, modulo 2, in the sum C0.
We shall designate the six interrelated concomitants FM, FM3 ,TM,D ,Di,D2 as the hexadic scale* for the covariant FM of odd order M. Every covariant of odd order furnishes such a scale of concomitants.
(/) Tetradic scales. If FM is a covariant mod 2 of even order M no cubic covariant corresponding to FM3 exists, but we have the interrelated forms FM, D, Di, D2, which, accordingly, will be called a tetradic scale for FM. * The term scale was used by Sylvester in the sense of a fundamental system, but this designation has become practically obsolete.
Note that the reducibility of FM does not imply the reducibility of the forms in the scale for FM, but the covariant IV in any hexadic scale is reducible in terms of other concomitants in the scale, as follows:
2. The general seminvariant of /3
If f3 = a0 x\ 4-ai x\ x2 4-a2 Xi x\ 4-a3 x\, the fundamental system of formal seminvariants modulo 2, given by Dickson, is composed of
A = a0 a3 + ai a2, ß = a0ai + ai.
With these may be associated the following invariants:* K,
We have noticed previously, in III, the following syzygies connecting seminvariants.
They result immediately from (9) and (10).
al + a2aK + aoI + k « 0,
+ (al + a0K + I + A)(a0K + K2) + g = 0 .
It will be convenient, in this paper, f to abbreviate the invariant g + IA + A2 as <7i. Thus,
Any seminvariant <p of f3, being a polynomial in the seminvariants (9), is a polynomial in a0, K, 1, 0, A, <f> = <j>(ao,ß,K,A,I).
Hence when the congruences (11) are used as reducing moduli with respect to powers of d0 and of ß, <p can be reduced to the form t The advantage of this change is that g contains terms which are symmetrical under s ( § 1) and hence g cannot be the leading coefficient of any covariant of odd order, whereas we shall determine a cubic covariant led by ¡71. k, I, t/i. Formula (12) is therefore the general form of a seminvariant leader of a formal covariant of f3. Another form of <p which we shall employ is obtained by introducing Tí into (12) 
Construction of covariants of /3
The hexadic scale for the quantic f3 itself, composes a system of first degree concomitants.
The forms in this scale are f3,f3,G,K,Ki,K2, where (cf. Ill, p. 555)
The hessian of f3 is both an algebraical and a formal modular covariant, viz.,
The tetradic scale for Q77 consists of QH, 77, G\, and A, where (16) -i Gi + #7ii(mod2).
Apply to the forms just derived the modular operator Thus we get
C2 = wK2 = a20 x\ + K2 Xl x2 + a¡ x\ = K\ + K2 Q (mod 2), P = m/3 = aj a;? + d2 x\ x2 + di Xi x\ + a3 xl.
In order to perform the reductions necessary to isolate the complete system sought we shall need, among other forms, quadratic covariants led by the O. E. GLENN [January seminvariants do 0 and al ß respectively, and cubic covariants led by B, d0 B, and a2 B. These are derived by forming certain scales of concomitants, as follows:
Construct the hexadic scale for the quintic covariant f31, and we have, neglecting reducible forms, Fm m d0 0xf 4-( d2 d3 4-di al + a0 di d3 -f-d0 d2 d3 ) x\ x2 4-(a0 al -f-a\ a2 + a0 a2 a3 + a0 di d3)xx x\-\-(a2 a\ -\-al a3)x\, 
h m (B + K2)xi + (K2 + A + a2a3 + al)x2, and it is now evident that cubic covariants, say F and F', led by the respective seminvariants d0 B, al B may also be constructed. For F is the cubic covariant (the one not led by an invariant) in the hexadic scale for the quintic /312 and F' is the corresponding cubic in the scale for Pl2. We also write F and F' explicitly, but they will be proved to be reducible (cf. (26)): F = do Bx\ 4-( d2 d3 4-do di d3 ) x\ x2 4-( a0 al + a0 a2 a3 ) xi xl 4-(do d2 4-di d2 a3 4-d2 di 4-al a3)x\, F' = al Bx\ 4-( do a3 + al a\ -\-d2 di d2 4-d2 d2 d3 4-d0 a\ a3 + a0 al a3 (22) 4-do di al 4-d0 d' 4-di d2 -f di d2 ) x2 x2 4-( d0 a\ a3 4-d0 al a3 + a0 di dl 4-d0 a3 + a\ a2 a3 + a\ a3 4-at a2 al + al al + a\ a2 4-a,i al)xi xl 4-(«o al 4-di d2 al + a2 al + al al)x\.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In proof of this we show that every polynomial in 7 and A alone, which is homogeneous in d0, • • •, d3, necessarily has a term which is left unaltered by the substitution * = ( d0 a3 ) ( di d2 ). In fact the only symmetrical term in P is aj al* while all terms in A" are symmetrical under *. If 7P A" is the term containing the highest power of A in / ( 7, A ), then the term r = d{¡ df a\ a\ certainly occurs in/ with a numerical coefficient which is =^ 0 ( mod 2 ). But, as shown in § 1 (e), no covariant of odd order can be led by an invariant containing a term r unaltered by *. This proves the lemma.
Lemma. There exists both a quadratic and a cubic covariant (but no linear covariant) led by each one of the three invariants K, k, Oi.
The quadratic covariants are the products of the respective invariants K, k, ffiby Q. The cubic led by K is the covariant G in (14).
A cubic covariant led by k is found by constructing the following polynomial in concomitants derived in § 3: T = QDi + Fu + AC; (23) T = kxl + ( do di + do a\ + d2 a\ + d| d3 + di a\ + a0 a2 a3 + d0 di a2 + di d2 d3 + a\ a2 + a0 a\ ) x\ x2 + ( a2 a\ + at a3 + do di + d0 a\ + a\ a2 -f-d0 di d3 + dx d2 d3 + «o <*i d2 + ax a\ + a20 a3 ) xi x\ + kxl.
Finally, a cubic covariant whose leader is the invariant Oi = 7A + A2 + a is the covariant led by an invariant, belonging to the hexadic scale for tP.
* The expression z% is the only term in the expansion of («i + z2 + • • • + z7)n which has an odd coefficient and is left unaltered by r -( z-, z7 ) ( z2 z6 ) ( z3 z6 ) ( zt ).
By (8) this covariant, say E, is reducible as follows (cf. (19)):
(24) E ^ QDl + F'5i (mod 2).
Combining the preceding results in this section we conclude as in the following Lemma.
The most general form for a pure invariant leading coefficient of a covariant of f3, of odd order, is S = K\pi 4-k\p2 4-0i^3, and the following quantic is a cubic covariant led by S :
(25) * = tiG + í2T + t3E.
The fundamental system of covariants of f3
Every covariant mod 2 of even order, of /3, is of the form R = <?ix2* -f-• • •, where the leading coefficient is the <p function of (12). We shall construct, as a rational integral function of the concomitants which were derived in the two preceding sections, another covariant C whose seminvariant leading coefficient is 0. Then R -C, although not vanishing in general, will always be congruent to the product of a covariant C of odd order 2A -3 by L. This consideration, the method of which is due to Dickson, evidently furnishes a general reduction method,* since the same process can be applied to C and to the covariants analogous to C, in succession.
For example, if we subtract Fb3 + A/3 from F (cf. (18) and (22)), and reduce the factor C" in the remainder, we get the first relation below. The second relation is given by performing similar operations in connection with the covariant F' of (22) where, if h = 1, C is an invariant, and, if h > 1, C is a covariant of even order 2h -2.
After we have applied these processes successively to the covariants C, we shall have reduced all covariants of order =f= 1, excepting the irreducible concomitants of orders 0, 1, 2, 3 in terms of which the covariants in formulas (27), (28) are explicitly constructed, as in formulas (14) to (26).
Consider next the covariants which are linear in xlt x2, all being of the form X = <pxi + 4>i x2.
From (12) A fundamental system of formal covariants modulo 2 of the binary cubic quantic f3 is composed of twenty forms, as follows : Five invariants K, A, k, I, <7i; five linear covariants Ki, Ci} t\, D\, D[; four quadratic covariants K2, t, D2, D2; and four cubic covariants f3, P, Fi3, F'b3, together with the two universal covariants L, Q.
Syzygies
The syzygies connecting the members of this fundamental system are legionary.
In the paper quoted as III above I gave a theorem which establishes the existence and furnishes a method of construction of an infinitude of syzygies, although this theorem does not directly furnish all such relations. Each identity (11) connecting the fundamental seminvariants of/3 furnishes a syzygy, for if we substitute in one of these, for each seminvariant, a covariant which the latter leads, paying attention to considerations of homogeneity, we get a reducible covariant which is congruent to L times a covariant C, and reduction of C" leads to a syzygy. The 2i below was constructed from the first relation in (11) 
